Technical Information Sheet

BRICKFORM® Antique-It™
Antiquing Agent
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
BRICKFORM Antique-It is a is a water soluble antiquing
agent designed to impart a secondary color or highlight
over stamped concrete or textured overlays. Antique-It is
easy to apply, dries fast and provides a durable color that
closely resembles the look of release powder.
LIMITATIONS
When applying to existing concrete, the surface must be
properly profiled.
PACKAGING
BRICKFORM Antique-It comes in powder form and is
packaged in a one gallon bucket.
COVERAGE
BRICKFORM Antique-It will cover 2000 to 3000 square
feet per 3 lb container.
COLORS
BRICKFORM Antique-It is available in all 40 standard
colors.
PREPARATION
Concrete surfaces must be cleaned and profiled to the
recommended ICRI - CSP 1 - as specified in Guideline No.
310.2-1997 (formerly 03732), Selecting and Specifying
Concrete Surface Preparation for Sealers, Coatings, and
Polymer Overlays. The surface must be free of sealers,
dirt, oil, paint, moss, dust and other contaminates and
must be open and porous to accept the Antique-It.
Proper and complete substrate preparation is critical to
the success of the project. Surface preparation videos
available at www.brickform.com.
APPLICATION
Pour one gallon of water into a five gallon pail, add 6
ounces of Antique-It powder and mix vigorously until
all powder has been dissolved. Pre wet the slab to
be treated. Dip a soft bristle brush in the Antique-It
solution and agitate the product. Remove the brush
and allow the solution to fall out of the brush and
on to the slab. Move the product around to even the
coverage and to allow the color to settle in the imprints.
Continue the process of dipping the brush, agitating the
mix and applying the product across the slab. Water can
be sprayed on the product while it is still wet to dilute
the color as needed. The ratio of water to powder can
be increased or decreased depending on the desired
intensity of the color.
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SEALING
Allow Antique-It to completely dry prior to sealing.
Drying times will vary with application rates and ambient
conditions. Seal with Brickform Gem Seal, Poly Seal,
Polyastic, Decopoxy, or Uremax. Please consult the
BRICKFORM TIS for any sealer used before using any of
these sealers.
MAINTENANCE
The sealed surface should be inspected periodically for
areas of thin or traffic worn sealer and re-applied as
needed.
WARRANTY
This product is not intended for public use and is
intended for use by trained, professional contractors
and installers. It is warranted to be of uniform quality,
within manufacturing tolerances. The manufacturer
has no control over the use of this product, therefore,
no warranty, expressed or implied, is or can be made
either as to the affects or as results of such use. In any
case, the manufacturer’s obligations shall be limited to
refunding the purchase price or replacing material proven
to be defective. The end user shall be responsible for
determining product’s suitability and assumes all risks
and liability.
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